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FISHING INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES

TROLL FISHERMEN

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Scott Boley is a resident of Gold Beach, Oregon, and a full-time
salmon fisherman. He and his wife and family fish together aboard the
vessel FRANCIS. He is past president of the Oregon Fishermen's
Association. Scott graduated from Oregon State University with a degree
in general engineering and a master's in ocean engineering. He spent
most of his time recently coordinating efforts to change the PFMC through
Fishermen's Solidarity, a coalition of commercial and sports fishermen
for three Northwest states.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Troll Fishermen, Part I
Scott Boley, troller
Gold Beach, Oregon

It is appropriate to have the troll industry represented at the
tail end of the program. That is about where the status of our fishery
is. I have heard a lot of discussion about limited entry programs, but
one thing I found very useful is to clearly define your objective � where
you want to go � before you start.

Limited entry means something different to every person in this
room. But if you can decide where you want to be, what kind of picture
you want to look at, then you are likely to get more agreement than if
you use one term to describe a hundred different ideas.

I was interested in how many fishermen were traditionally
supported by our salmon resource on the coast. My interest is from a
small town point of view. I am interested in the stability of the
coastal economy. Salmon has been very important culturally and
economically on the coast. It would be instructive to know how many
speculators bought licenses in the hopes that they would have value in
the future, or how many people used to harvest how many fish as full;time
fishermen or part-time fishermen or multi-species fishermen or whatever.
Chris Carter from the Oregon Department of Pish and Wildlife sent me some
information. I have only fished since 1976 so almost all of it pre-dates
my experiences. In fact, some of it is from before I was born.
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In 1943, there were 73 Licensed trollers. I don't know if that is
an accurate reflection of how many people delivered troll salmon. in the
state. There were about 1,000 vessels that made deliveries of some sort
of fish. That number � 73 troll licenses � held pretty steady until the
early 1950's when it went up to 100-200 boats that wexe licensed to troll
for salmon. By 1958, it had gone up to 900 boats that were liceased for
troll salmoa. Prior to this, In the 1940s there were 900 to 1,100
gillnetters. So in those days there were maybe 1,000 to 2,000 boats
making a portion or all of their living from the salmon resource.

Ia 1963-65, a wondrous thing happened. It iavolved a food for
smolts that worked and a successful hatchery program evolved which may
have been augmented by favorable environmental conditions over a 10-year
period. Anyway, it produced a lot of coho. We went from average catches
of around 200,000 king salmon to 400,000 and about 300,000 coho salrrron to
1.3 million. Licenses started taking off about 1967. In 1965, there
were 1,700 boat liceases. This total included maybe 100 crabbers aad
some trawlers, and salmon fishermen, albacore fishermen, and probably a
few longliners. In the next few years the number of licenses doubled in
response to an iacreased availability of fish. A big jump occurred. in
1980 and just before, when we started talking about moratoriums.

I think you can comfortably say that the salmon xesource had been
supporting 1,000 to 2,000 boats for a long period of time. As the
gillnetters were regulated out of business and to a certain extent the
runs changed, some of those operations either moved or were replaced by
ocean operations so you had an increased ocean use. But that seemed to
be a number that had some meaning to me.

If you want to look at an overall long term picture, we could.
sustain the 200,000 fish harvest of king salmon in Oregon. The
sustainable harvest of coho is going to be more a matter of policy thaa
numbers of fish available. I was Looking for some sort of magic number
and trying to compare that with how many licenses we had available to see
if we had a huge number of people now involved in the txoll fishery � say
double or triple � over vhat had historically been involved, and it dida't
appear to me that we did have.

We have had. about a 50 perceat increase in involvement since
earlier periods. We have 3,200 permits available at the preseat time and
maybe that number could be doubled. But I don't think we were in a
situation like the halibut fishery in Alaska such that we had already
increased our fishing potential out of all possibilities of control.

I spoke about defining objectives. I guess my objective is that
the salmon resource should be one of the economic factors contributing to
the coastal economy, And It should be distributed up and down the coast,
which is what the troll fishery does. Salmon are historically produced
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by only a few river systems. If you harvest them when they return to
those river systems, you geographically limit the economic benefits from
that resource. I think it is desirable--as it has beea ia the past and
would be in the future � to spread that out somewhat.

In the future we ought to look at the 1,000 to 2,000 boats that
fish part-time or full time and help stabilize the economy of thei,r
communities. If there is a resource crisis, perhaps those people should
be supplemented with enhancement work aad whea times are good they won' t
need that extra employment.

I don't have any magic solutions to propose for limited entry or
changing our present moratorium structure. I don't see any poiat ln
talking about solutions unless the policy decisions being made point to a
future. We don't have a future at the present time given the policy in
Oregon As a result of present policy, the salmon resource is being
taken away from the coast aad transferred to inland fisheries and to the
Columbia River system. TJnless those policies are changed, there really
isn't aay reason to look at further limited entry schemes in salmon.

If those policies were changed, I think there would be some sort
of increased limitation, a reduction by perhaps one-third ia the number
af available licenses.

The California group made a key point about the transferability of
permits. After a lot of discussion, the California troll industry tied
those permits to the vessel. I think that is very important. I think
that preserves an entry level fishery, which salmon has been
traditionally for a lot of fishermen. If you tie a permit to a 26-foot
boat and make sure it stays at 26 feet and about the same capabilities,
that boat is not going to increase in value beyond what its capable of
actually producing in income. You may have some inflated value because
people have all sorts of perceptioas or misconceptions about the
desirability of fishiag. Some will want to jump into the business for
the glory or the competition or the romance, but that is a social thing.
I don't think we want to dabble in that beyond allowing it to occur.
That is one of the things that makes life in our country interesting-

another point I heard emphasized here is that successful
management schemes in other countries as well as in the Uaited States
have been a partnership arrangement between industry, government, and
other areas of the country that are interested in the resource. It is
aot someone dictating what is going to occur. You have to get the people
who are affected involved in a meaningful way. It's not enough to just
hold hearings for them.

I don't think limited entry is a management tool for conservation
purposes � at least not in salmoa. Some limited entry schemes might help
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on the market structure. In the world market situation for troll salmon,
we do aced time on the water aad a long season so we can produce fresh
market fish. That is how we make our money. If the coho quotas are
filled ia a day or 12 days and. the product is frozen, I think we run into
the same sort of constraints that the Dungeness fishery has.

We are reducing the total value and, thus, the benefits to both
the fishery and society in genera1 because we have allowed. those products
to be taken too rapidly.

Robert Jacobsoa, Moderator

Our next speaker on the troll salmon fishery is .Jeff Feldner.
Jeff is a Newport resident and has been in the fishiag industry for the
last 13 years. He has a 45-foot combination boat and fishes halibut,
salmon, a1bacore, aad crab. He is a former member of the board of
directors of the All-Coast Fishermen's Narketiag Association. He is oa
the Advisory Committee to the OCZAA Fishing Industry Project and is a
member of the Oregon Salmon Commission. Jeff has a bachelor's degree in
chemical engineering and at one time was a chemical engineer for 3M
Company.

Fishing Industry Perspective: Troll Fishermen, Part 2
Jeff Feldner, troll fisherman
Newport, Oregon

In California, Oregon, and Washington, we already have a
rudimentary form of limited entry with license limitation schemes. I
think you could argue that they are effec.tive. Some of them may be more
effective than others. But what I am going to talk about is the need for
further limitation in the salmon troll industry. Obviously, any further
limitation ia the troll fleet is going to be difficult and I doa't kaow
if it should be approached state by state or on a regional level. I' ll
dodge that issue and address my remarks oa a state level.

Quite a few of the limited entry schemes that we have seen here
might be applied to the troll fishery, or perhaps we could pick pieces
from each of them. What I want to do is apply certain criteria to
different parts of them as they might fit salmon. I asked four questions
about any scheme. One, is it necessary? Two, will it work? Three, is
it fair? Four, is it goiag to benefit me? We don't have to talk about
the last one very much. I could pretty easily devise oae that will
benefit me.
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I agree with Scott that limited entry as a management tool ia
general is not really necessary for the salmon fleet. We don'0 lack
management regimes for the salmon resource right now. And from the
testimony we have heard, most limited entry schemes aren't really
designed for resource management.

I have a couple comments on limited entry as a management tool.
We are already seeing oae effect of the license limitations among the
three states. There is a slow attrition of aon-resident licenses. There
is a greater likelihood that you are going to let go of a license in
another state when you are having a bad year and you are going to have to
dig up $300 here and $300 there. This kind of interstate mobility can be
designed into a limited eatry scheme. In some cases, such as Alaska, it
might be desireable. If I am sitting in Alaska aad looking at the great
hoards potentially coming up to a fishery that's relatively healthy, I am
going to want to keep them out. But down here, limiting access among the
three states in a troll fishery is absolutely short-sighted. The name of
the game in trolling is mobility. Nobility is the reason you have a
troll fleet.

You can't avoid having a shift of efforts It's like trying to
poke a ball of mercury around with a pencil. Vo matter where you poke
it, it squirms. That's the nature of fishing. Try to limit us in one
area and we are going to scramble over to another one. We are good at it.

There might be some cases where fishermen in the three states
think it would be better to keep trollers from the other states out.
This year, for instance, the California fishery looks better than Oregon
and Washington, but that can change in the future. If Washington had put
in aa exclusive limited eatry program six years ago, then Oregon and
California would have retaliated and the Washington trollers would be
completely belly-up today.

My other comment is on limited entry in general. I thought Fred
Yeck's statement yesterday about the possibility of limited entry as a
management tool in that it reduces incidental catch was an excellent
one. Reducing the incidental catch would be one of the side benefits of
a limited entry scheme.

Nost of the limited entry discussion has focused oa limiting
harvest efficieacy, limiting effort. I came in here skeptical and I
probably still am, but after listening to the comments and talking to
people, especially Colin Grant, I actually think we could devise a
limited eatry system that would work in the salmon industry.

Let's start by asking if it is necessaryP It probably isn' t. If
you let things go the way they are, people are going to drop out. Naybe
that's the way it should be. But if we let that happen, it aot only is
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awfully severe oa the people who drop out, it also kills those of us who
stay because the dropouts sell their boats at a nickel on the dollar aad
our boat value goes down. It locks the rest of us in and completely
destroys our equity. So you might aot be able to say that limited entry
is necessary, but I think you can certainly say it would be desirable if
we can concoct a good scheme.

Will limited entry works Trouble. The troll fleet is really over
capitalized. Unlike Alaska where increased catchiag capability is
possible, the catching capacity in the troll fleet down here is probably
maxed out right now. I can't imagine the situation will change so
rapidly in the next few years that the preseatly licensed boats couldn' t
handle it.

The o1d ratio of 20 percent of the fleet catching 90 percent of
the fish is probably accentuated in poor years, but it will take more
than a license limitation to deal with that problem- You have to cut out
a lot of that fleet. Cutting a few guys off the bottom just isn't going
to do it- The California limited entry scheme has t'aken some licenses
out aad we have Lost some licenses from the Oregon list, but they doa't
really represent any fish catching capability. They doa't really help
yet. As the British Columbia people said, that approach of just 1imiting
licenses is slow. It is going to take 10-15 years before you are going
to see any effect. The attrition probably isa't fast enough to do any
goodo

You can go farther than California has ia restricting
traasferability. If you make it more difficult for people to survive in
the industry by reducing their ability to move around, move up, get in,
that will speed. up attrition. The other thing you can look at � and a
mechanism I had absolutely rejected before this meeting--is buyback. I'm
talking about a buyback that the fleet pays for.

Any buyback scheme that would have aa effect on the Oregon troll
fleet alone would involve a large initial expense. You will need a lot
of money to buy people out. Even though the first boats likely to be
bought out are largely aon-productive that doesn't mean they are going to
be cheap. A lot of them are owned by people who have another income.
They don't need. to sell so it is going to take a higher price to get them
out than pure consideratioa of the state of the industry wou1D indicate.
No matter how you finance buying these people out, there is going to be a
lag between the time you start buying them out aad the time the economic
returns start to benefit the people who remain.

Somebody has to pay for it in the meantime. Maybe the state couLD
do it through long term loans, a tax, or poundage fees and we would pay
the state back later. There are possibilities. Any of these things are
going to haul around a lot of administrative baggage. Any attempt to buy
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Transferability. Most transferability provisions in the limited
entry programs I have seen lead to greater production. If you allow
transferability, you get people to upgrade. You can design it different
ways to maximize or minimize the amount of transferability, but some
trends are inevitable. If you restrict transferability, it gets harder
and harder and more expensive to enter the fleet. It gets more difficult
to move up in capacity or to trade boats. It's hard to be flexible, or
to move in and out of fisheries, and it probably tends to favor older
fishermen--which I think is fine.

On the other side, you have young fishermen trying to get in, and
that brings us to the fairness point. Anytime you talk about eliminating
30 to 50 percent of an existing fleet, somebody is going to hurt. And
somebody has to decide who is going to get hurt. I don't want to be the
one who tells the chicken farmer, the school teacher, or the guy who is
!ust starting that he can't do it. Maybe we have to do it, but it's a
damn tough moral decision that has to be made.

Any limited entry scheme that we come up with can't restrict new
blood. The troll fishery in the lower 48 traditionally is the seed
fishery for the whole damn industry. Right here in the audience I can
see guys who all started out as trollers and have gone on to other
fisheries. That situation hasn't really changed. I started trolling
with 41,000. I bought a little 26-foot Columbia River gillnetter. You
take that small investment and add to it until you get to the position
you want to be in.

A limited entry scheme that restricts upward mobility doesn't seem
to make much sense. How can I go chugging out every morning in my three
knot boat, watch all these beautiful trollers cruise past, and not want
to have one of my owns Wanting to better yourself is basic t'o what
fishing is about.

Furthermore, I don't thfnk it is better to create an industry that
requires wealth to get into. It may be true that you must have wealth to
buy a house or to buy goods, but guet the same, there are limited entry
schemes we have talked about here that put an incredible initial
financial burden on anyone who wants to enter a fishery. I think that is
undesirable. It doesn't encourage better fishermen to get into the
fleet. It encourages people with more money to get into the fleet.

units of

going to
going to
credit.

increase

capacity out of the fleet is going to be expensive and it is
lead to even more short term overcapitalization. The fleet is
be even more in debt; it is going to have t'o have even more
You could probably pro!ect how long it would take before the
per unit of return to the industry would more than pay it back.
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What about inheritance? Does a kid whose dad was a good fisherman
deserve to get the pie? I don't know. Does he have any more right than
a guy who comes from Arkansas? Limited entry programs have tendencies to
create these types of arbitrary things. If I had had more obstacles I
wouldn't fish the boat that I fish now. A highliner could plow right
through those obstacles and buy up shares in a bigger permit every two
years, but that is not the way it works. You claw your way, or you get
up there at your own pace. These things have to be allowed.

The other thing I want to talk about is the idea of efficiency
itself as a goal. Most of us generally believe that efficiency is good..
And it is. It's better to be efficient, to make a profit, than to be
bankrupt. But somewhere along the line you have to balance the bottom
line profit against the number of people in the fishery and all the
auxiliary industries. A fishery might not make any profit. Everybody
might break even. But if the fishery employs the maximum number of
people, it probably benefits the society the most. And of course, if you
take efficiency to the extreme you are going to end up with a fish wheel
or with a private salmon ranch.

Let me toss out one more idea. Let's say we design a limited
entry scheme with a buyback to be paid eventually by the fleet. The
initial money comes from the state, who continues to pay until such time
as the increased per unit production of the fleet comes up enough to pay
for it. If the increased per unit production doesn't rise quickly enough
to satisfy the state, we could take the difference from the budget of the
Department of Pish and Wildlife.  Laughter from audience.!
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QUESTIONS FOR TROLL FISHERMAN SPEAKERS

Terr Johnson National Fisherman Ma azine: If I understood correctly,
both speakers were saying that because of current circumstances in the
Oregon fishery there is really no compelling need to proceed with a fully
conceived limited entry program. I suggest that same day these
circumstances are going ta change and you will have more fish here, Then
I think you' ll find a lot of thes people you thought had dropped out are
going to come crawling out of the woodwork and you will have quite a big
fleet ~orking on these fish when they do show up. Also, having open
access to trolling provides one cushion for combination boats. It's a
good deal for the combination boats, but it also supports your own
competition to have large crabbers and 4raggers able to jump into the
troll fishery when you have a good salmon run. I'm not saying that' s
necessarily a bad thing, but I think it is something to keep in mind if
you depend primarily on trolling. It would seem to me that if you are
going to live through the bad years, if you are going to hang on during
these times of very poor production, you would want to capitalize on the
good years when they come. I might also mention that Alaskans are
getting into the Washington/Oregon troll fisheries because they know
there are early seasons down here which we don't have in Alaska. They
also know that one of these years we are going to have bad returns in
Alaska and they want to know where they can get in on some good fishing
when it comes up. Those are the points I wanted to make. Here's a
question. I heard of a proposal a few years ago � I think it might have
been authored by Paul Thomas of the Washington trollers � that proposed a
share quota system for trolling. Have either of you
studied that proposal or given it any thought?

industry primarily because there is a lot of resistance to change among
all the fishermen and it's a pretty big departure from normal ideas. As
far as the ease of obtaining a license in Oregon, I know it is still
possible to buy an existing vessel and license and to change it to
another vessel, but there is not much motive at the present time for
that. I agree that if things did turn around, those of us who survived
would like to have some sort of lid. I was interested in seeing what
that lid might be--one that would' still keep some sort of fleet profile.
By far the most viable proposal I' ve heard here that actually applies to
West Coast fisheries was made yesterday by Fred Yeck when he suggested
putting a cap on the fleet size here and not restricting interfishery
mobility. That might at least prevent the situation fram getting any
worse and it would be fairly easy to do. That permit would have to be
tied ta vessels. If someone wanted to get into an entry level fishery,
he could., or if he wanted to go king crabbing in A1aska he would have to
buy a vessel that was capable of doing that and already had a permit.
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Ernie Summers, West ort Washin ton: I shouldn't get into this, but you
mentioned buyback. I watched the Washington buyback. Half of those
boats are now down here in. Oregon where you can buy them back again.
Half of them are in our crab industry or drag fishery. Naybe you can buy
them back in time to sell to California, and they can buy them back again.

J L 11 : I see a clear difference in attitude toward what Limited
entry is. You people seem to believe it is a tool to solve immediate
problems, the buyback, etc. The presentation we heard from California
assumed that what has happened has happened.. The economy will take care
of the chicken farmer, the school teacher, and the peripheral part of the
fleet. I thought they were saying we should stay away from this in the
future. I would hope that this would be the better idea. What was the
quote we heard earlier7 "Those who fail to recognize history are doomed
to repeat it."

Jeff Feldner: I think one of the problems I see with just limiting
licenses, like the California scheme, is that we are not going to benefit
because the fishermen who have dropped out through attrition are
generally the non-producers. The big boats that are still holding
permits are going to come back into the fishery and I don't see any way
you can get them out. For this reason, I'm not sure a buyback program is
viable. I am really anxious to see what happens in Australia and Alaska.

attrition already in permits. I would suggest that the value of the
boats is probably approaching what it should be. The fact that people
bought boats in the inflated situation is their problem. I don't know why
we should have ta worry about indemnifying them.

Jeff Feldner: I hear what you are saying. I don't see a buyback scheme
that really looks like it is going to work, but you also have problems
trying to do it with attrition on licenses alone. Let's say you reduced
the ultimate potential for catching fish by 30 percent in a real good
year, but in real terms you haven't yet reduced your catching capability
very much. I am just sure you haven' t. I really don't like to restrict
transferability. I fish four fisheries. I have to fish at least five to
make a living. And I have to be able to move back and forth.

have limited entry, they included everyone who had any inclination to
fish. They didn't try to set up an exclusive club. They organized
everyone into a manageable group and said, now let's all get together and
think about tomorrow.

fishermen look upon li~ited entry as a bunch of bunk, virtually everybody
in management and the biological community accepts the idea of it and is
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convinced. that there is a problem with fleet overcapitalization.
Managers and biologists think salmon enhancemeat is a gzeat idea, but
invariably they say there's hardly aay use in pursuing it as long as the
fleet can coatiaue to expand. Nobody really gets any benefit because the
greater production of salmon gust gets sopped up by iacreased fleet
expansion. There is a political reason fo» limited entry. If you are
going to promote further enhancement to try to improve the situation, you
are going to have to do something to control the size of the fleet. I
would like to bring up one phrase that everyone has talked around in this
meeting and that is "latent potential.' Latent potential refers to a
small license that has the capability of being put on a large boat.
Managers are afraid of latent potential. The interesting thing about
California's program, although it may have its imperfections, is that it
is probably the only one of the few American programs that really
controls latent potential. Probably the big mistake in Alaska with
Limi.ted entry, at least as far as the troll fishery is concerned, is that
the people who remaiaed had unlimited possibilities for growth in the
fleet. So now in toanage and the size of the boats, the fleet is twice
as big as it was when Limited entry was implemented. The first and
essential step is to try to get a control oa lateat potential, whether it
is through the California system or somehow through assigned tonnage to
boats.

Karl Souls, Troller, New ort, Oregon: I' ve trolled aad gillnetted under
limited entry. In Washington and Oregon it really hasn't worked, We
haven't gained aay substantial stocks or any fishing time from it. If
anything, we have been cut. Maybe it works fine in Alaska, but it hasn' t
worked down here worth a damn. If you are going to go for limited entry
in the rest of the fisheries, you better have some fishermen on the board
who know what the hell's going on. Otherwise you are all going to be out
of business.

Scott Bole ; It's a mistake to think that limited entry is going to be a
cure all for anything, particularly communication between managers and
the industry, but I don't think that Limited entry could. be blamed for
that lack of communication either. I don't see any zeal correlation
between having a limited eatry program and not having success.

Jeff Feldner: I live in constant fear of limited entry programs designed
by bureaucrats.

Bruce Wallace, Southeastera Alaska Seine Boat Owners aad 0 erators
Association: I know there are a lot of guys in this audience who fish ln
Alaska. Before you start referring to Alaska and the circumstances
around limited entry up there, I think you should spead some time looking
closely at the data that is available. And that's what John Williams was
showing you--that data is available. You people are making wrong
assumptioas from incorrect data and you are basing what you want to do on
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those assumptions. I said yesterday, and I say again, you have the
ability to look at Alaska, to see where we have failed and where we are
succeeding and possibly to look at the adaptability of those successes
and failures to what you want to do. I think you have a bad
misunderstanding of limited entry. It is not preclusion. It doesn' t
reduce the ability to catch fish, although it may change the share basis
of that fishery. I say one more time, look very closely at what has
happened other places. Do not make random statements that get you into a
position you can't get out of. You have the ability here to do the
things that you need to do. I listened to the California presentation.
Some of it surprised me, so I asked them some questions. Based on our
brief discussion, it seems that their circumstance fits their situation.
It would not work in Alaska, but it may very well work in California. It
is still called limited entry, but it does an awful lot of things
differently. I am not saying that it's a solution Eor you. It may not
even do what you want it to, but it may be what you have to do. So you
have to make that decision, too. I think any fisherman here would much
rather be unbridled than saddled with regulations, The fact of the
matter is that those days are fast coming to an end on the whole Pacific
Coast and you are going to have to make some decisions. And it is better
that you make the decisions by understanding what they mean, or at least
having a good chance of understanding what they mean, than to have them
made by administrative fiat later. Those people will make those
decisions if we wait until the very last minute. Jim Branson has said
that fishermen aren't going ta have 11mited entry unless they want it,
but at some point they will have something stuck down their throat
because the pressure will mount. The fact that there are some Alaska
trollers working down here early tells you something about the ability of
the fleets to move around. Next year there will not be a troll season. in
Alaska until July 1, except for a small 10-day opening in limited areas
in Southeast. That is going to be the situation in the Alaska troll
fishery for the next few years. If those guys have the ability to fish
down here, I guarantee you they will come down. It's not because they
want to !ump into your backyard, but because they are going to be forced
to. That is the essence of limited entry. Now, I am not telling you
that preclusion is a good idea because I don't like it particularly. But
having said that, I still support the concept of limited entry because it
is a better alternative than having somebody at some later date � -well
past the time that a decision should have been made � making it because
that's the only thing left for them to do. And I guarantee you I' ve seen
it happen � and it will continue to happen 1n each fishery by gear and by
species.

Limited entry doesn't give you anything. It is no blessing,
believe me, but if it's done right, it prevents something being done to
you against your will that may possibly be to your long term detriment.
Limited entry doesn't make any fish for you. There are a lot of other
things you have to do to make fish. But having made the fish, it gives
you a chance to utilize them,
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I have one last comment and I know It is a problem. There was a
70-year old guy who had been trolling in Southeast Alaska for 62 years.
Because of a weird set of circumstances from 1968 through 1972, he did
not qualify far a troll permit. Now you can talk about all the guys who
have goae away aad didn't came back, but that may be the worst case I
ever heard. It was so bad that 25 trollers in the Ketchikan area went
together and bought a troll permit for the guy because there was no way
administratively that he could get into It. It was just one of those
things that falls through the cracks. No matter what kind of program you
put together, you are going to have those cracks. Some of the things
Colin grant has spoken about indicate that there is a way. I think with
California basically there may be a way. But there is still going to be
some fall through there. Yau must remember, though, that you can go
away, you can fish multiple fisheries, and the opportunity ta come back
into the fishery will still be there if you are willing to carry the
permit with you. And those people who are still In the fishery while you
are gone are going ta benefit from your absence. So there are two sides
ta look at in that question. The problem Is gettiag from the side we are
on now to the other side down the line. Obviously, I'm giving you a
pro-limited entry stance. I don't particularly like limited entry, but I
think it is a viable tool if it's done right. A lat of its merits are
going by the boards because of misperceptions.

There are 300 troll permits not being fished in Alaska right now.
One of the major concerns is that if the U.S.-Canada treaty Is a working
vehicle to bring chinook back to the Southeast fishery aad we enhance our
own chinook to the paint that we get back to a harvest ia excess of
400,000, the share base for all those guys who went through the hard
times up there is aot going to increase oae iota because those permits
are going to come back in. You may not like exclusion, but think about
paying some dues and what it meaas to ga through those kinds of
circumstances. Buyback is part of limited entry at some point. For my
fleet, buyback is something that we are going ta have to look at, and we
are going to have to look at it fairly hard because we can' t, while our
numbers are big, make a lot of money. These parts and parcels of limited
entry are independeat of each other, but they' re all interconnected.
Barry Fisher went into a discussion about allocation. I understand the
allocation question. If you were in Southeast, you would know how well I
understand allocatian. The fact of the matter is that allocation is part
af it, too. You caa't separate these things out entirely. You have to
understand that they all become part, of it. All I can say is don' t
dIsmiss limited entry until you' ve got a good Ia-depth,
fisherman-oriented working group ta look at it and judge all the
differeat values. Limited entry isn't just what you said It is, it is a
lot more.
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FISHING INDUSTRY PERSPECITVES

SUPPORT BUSINESS OPERATORS

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

We have four speakers here who represent a broad diversity of
backgrounds including banking, seafood processing, boat building and
repair, and gear sales. I have asked each of them to give approximately
a five minute presentation on how they view limited entry. The first .is
Doa Barth. Don has been in banking for more than 30 years. He is
currently president of the Yaquiaa Bay Bank in Newport, a town in which
he and his wife have lived for the last nine years. He is also a
six-year member and past chairman of the Oregon Pish and Wild. life
Commission. He is the only person on the Commission from the coast, a
geographical area that prior to his appointment had aot been represented
for at least 15 years'

Fishing Industry Perspectives! Support Business Operators, Part 1
Don Barth, President, Yaquina Bay Bank
Newport, Oregon

For those of us who are philosophically opposed to limited entry,
I guess one reason or excuse for our opposition is as good as aaother.
Certainly a few come to mind such as unAmericaa, unfair, unnecessary, but
I would like to talk about what is going on in other industries that have
recently been deregulated. The key word here is "deregulated."

The airline industry, aatural gas, aad banking have gone through a
lot of trauma in the course of being deregulated, but the results are
rather remarkable. Airline fares have probably never been lower. Gas
prices have stabilized and there are no localized shortages. Interest
rates to consumers on their savings are probably higher than they have
ever beea relative to our present low rate of inflation. All this
demonstrates again the power of the free enterprise system.

But these deregulated industries are a long way from being free in
the traditional American definitioa of free enterprise. Airlines caa't
fly unsafe planes; they can't take off aad land without filing flight
plans; and they can't hire unqualified pilots. Banks have to get
approval to go into business in the first place; they have to get their
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officers and directors approved; and they must tell their depositors
about early withdrawal penalties, how the iaterest Is calculated, aad
when it is paid. Bank advertising must meet certain standards. The
insurance industry is making sure we doa't sell insurance and the
securities iadustry is making sure we stay out of their business, yet
Merrill Lynch and Sears and Allstate are becoming banks. Banks in our
deregulated environment can't even change their baakiag hours without
approval.

It's fair to say that every industry ia our free enterprise system
is regulated to one degree or another to protect the public. And to be
honest, I feel better gettiag on an airplane knowing that the pilot has
had to meet at least some minimal standards to prove that he can fly that
thing. And I suppose you all feel somewhat better knowing that your bank
deposits are insured. The problem seems to be that the regulators aad
the legislators don't always know where to draw line on the public
welfare aad safety.

All of this is to illustrate that every industry has some
regulations that will protect the safety and the resources of the
public. We caa all debate the rights or wrongs of that aad where that
line should be Crawa, but we caa't deny that that's the environment we
are in. And it is likely to be for a long time to come. So what does
all that mean to the fishing industry?

Regulatory control over all natural resources ia this country is
total. Probably the least controlled, at least until recent years, has
been the ocean fisheries. I have heard a lot of fishermen say that if
the regulators would get out of the way, everything would be okay, but
that may not be true. For example, how many of you would like to see a
year round crab season with no restrictions oa size or sex? A couple of
years ago I was part of an effort that convinced the Fish and. Wildlife
Commission to not impose a minimum shrimp count per pound. We did away
with that aad within literally weeks, probably days, the whole
industry--the processors aad fleet alike � asked us to please reiastate
the limit because there were some unscrupulous people out there taking
these small shrimp aad there were unscrupulous people buying them. So we
have to admit that there has to be some regulation aad some recognition
that the environment is important, which leads me to what I want to say
about limited entry.

The pie that you folks work on, whatever fishery you are in, is
aot iafinite. The more pie eaters, the smaller those pieces of pie have
to be. What does this banker think of limited entry? I think it's too
bad we even have to consider it, but we are dealiag with a limited
resource and therefore only a limited amouat of income can come from that
limited base. And it all depends oa how we slice the pie.
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A. great number of pie eaters is going to require a great number of
small pieces. So, yes, I would like to see some kind of limited entry.
I don't like the oae that is currently being proposed in our state
legislature. I would like to see it applied to all fisheries. Doae
properly it could create a healthier fishing industry and help bankers do
a better Job of leadiag to the industry.

However, before I could support a limited eatry program, it mould
have to be initiated by aad supported by the industry. I think it would
have to work in a way that allowed a fisherman to fish in more than one
fishery aad in more than oae area. As a banker it would be very
difficult to loan to a vessel that was liceased to fish in only one
fishery and in only one area. I am sorry I wasn't here yesterday when
Fred Yeck made his comments because I think what he said may be very
consisteat with a thought or two of my owa.

There are a couple things that I think you might consider doing.
You could prohibit aew vessels from being licensed unless they replace a
vessel of similar size aad capacity. And you could require that the
vessel aot be licensed or relicensed unless the owner derived some

percentage � maybe two-thirds of his income � from fishing in general. Ia
the case of a corporation, you might impose a restriction requiring that
corporation to have at least 55-10,000 of income from fishing. These aad
similar provision would keep the speculators and opportunistic folks out
of the fishery so that the pie could be bigger for those of you who are
trying to make a living at it.

I think the time is right to do something. If you don't do
something, as the gentleman from Alaska said, you could end up with
something that would be a whole lot worse. You could end up much like
old George who ~orked in a logging camp. George's health got pretty poor
aad finally his buddies brought him into the nearest hospital. The
doctor examined George and ordered the nurse to give him some chicken
soup and an enema. She came back with the chicken soup, but George
refused to eat it. So the nurse left and returned with help and
forceably gave old George an enema. His buddies stopped by to see how
things were going. George said he really wasn't sure, but he knew one
thing: the next time they offered him soup he was going to take it the
first time it was offered.

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Our next speaker, Jack Crider, has been ia the processing industry
for the last 10 years or so. He owns a couple processing plants, lives
in Depoe Say, and is a graduate of OSU in fisheries. He is currently a
member of the statewide Salmon aad Trout Enhancement Program Advisory
Committee and the Oregon Salmon Commission.
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Fishing Industry Perspectives: Support Business Operators, Part 2
Jack Crider, owner, Riverside Fish Company
Depoe Bay, Oregon

I have dealt with limited entry from both sides, as a biologist
and as a processor. As a biologist I understand the logic of limited
entry. As a predator population grows to an imbalance, numbers simply
have to be reduced or you get peaks and valleys of predator-prey
populations. If you relate this to humans, you get either good times or
bad times. The politician has tried. to reduce the ecoaomic effects that
this type of dynamics has produced. And this is where you get into the
real regulatory mess.

But the question posed to me was how does limited entry affect
me? Basically, it gives me a headache. It costs me time and it costs me
money. We receive fish at four stations and we target primarily on small
boats, 20- to 25-feet long. During those summers when we have a salmon
season, we have over 300 fishermen on file. Each of those fishermen will
make at least one landing.

Host fishermen have one permit, some maintaia two or three
permits. Some are valid, some are aot. Usually we check during
weekdays, but on weekends when we get the bulk of the landings, we are
aot able to check the validity of the permits. If the numbers area't
right and the fishermen didn't pay their 41, we get a ticket for 5100.
I'm tired of receiving tickets over the whole ordeal. Aad if we end up,
heaven forbid, getting into the same kind of system for groundfish and
crab, I won't have to worry about aay of this because I will probably be
in jail.

However, I'm not opposed to limited entry, just to some of the
regulations which only maintain the numbers and don't reduce them. For
instance, since 1980 the Oregon salmon troll fishery has lost
approximately 200 permits a year. This is primarily because of the value
of the permit, aot the regulations. An Oregon salmon permit is worth
5250 to f1,000. To keep the license valid, a fisherman has to pay a 475
single delivery fee, or buy a 5170 boat license plus a personal license
and a 41 permit and then must make at least a single delivery.

So let's say you have spent 5100 to 4200 each year to keep the
permit valid and you catch one fish. Well, it's just pure and simple,
those permits are basically worthless unless you want to continually dump
moaey iato them when you are not fishing and there are a lot of people in
the industry who are not fishing, just holding those permits. Every
salmon season there are approximately 500 deliveries of one fish. At
several of my plants, especially the ones that have the retail markets
associated with them, a fisherman will purchase a fish ia the market,
take it home, thea come back in a boat that can barely make it to the
dock, and deliver my fish back to me. Presto, his permit is valid.



Here's aaather exariple. A couple years ago, one of the local
fishermen went to Alaska. Two months Later his buddy came up to me with
a fish and wanted to make his buddy's permit valid. I knew the story, so
I sent him to another fish company that probably accepted it without any
problem. There is a lot of that type of thing.

Of my 300 fishermen, about 20 percent make 75 percent of the
landings. If we are really interested in reducing the size of the fleet,
we need to set some type of minimum poundage for landings. This will
reduce my headaches and it will also force boats to be maintained and
fishable.

The oaly thing about limited entry that scares me is how the
cyclic changes that occur ia all fish resources could produce s
population so large that the troll fleet could. aot harvest their quota,
and would leave aa abundance for the inland fishery. The troll fishery
is one of the best ways to selectively harvest fish and produce the
highest quality salmon. Why we want to harvest poor quality spawners
with non-selective gillnets has always baffled me.

To sum up, limited entry can be a useful tool for everyone
involved. But if we let ourselves get over-regulated, we may limit
ourselves right out of business.

Robert Jacobsoa, Moderator

Our next speaker is Joa A. Engluad. After graduating from the
University of Oregon in 1960, Jon moved back to Astoria aad ]oined his
father in the marine supply business, a business that began in l944. He
currently owns marine supply stores in several coastal locations.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Support Business Operators, Part 3
Joa Englund, owaer, Englund Marine Supply
Astoria, Oregon

It's quite a pleasure to come to a fish meeting and hear everyone
working so hard in the same direction. What I have to say is going to
echo the words of Rich Young. I came here with Limited entry as I knew
it. I don't kaow what limited entry is right now. It has so many facets
aad has to be applied in so many different ways that I am a little
confused.

I am thankful for the opportunity to express my views as an owner
of a business that supports the fishiag industry. We are not often asked
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to comment on how major issues vill affect us ~ And I think a lot of
fishery managers and the people in the industry forget how much is
invested in the support industry. Believe me, we are in the same mess
that you are in.

As I sat here, I wondered how many of us would be here if this was
held in the late 1970's. We overcapitalized ourselves. We heard it from
many speakers here. I have in my business. Those in certain fisheries
have done the same thing. And I can't blame government for it, I have to
blame myself. Now we are going through that difficult time of
de-capitalization and it hurts. Some of us have. been consumed and more
of us probably will be. Some of us will make it through.

I heard it said here several times: who is going to be the one to
tell somebody they can't get into a fishery? How do we go about
eliminating people without anybody getting hurt? We all have grief and
we are all looking out for ourselves in our little sector. But I think
we already have that mechanism in place.

I am a great believer in the supply and demand system. We may
have reached a crucial point of supply and demand in this industry and
rather than face up to it, we are attempting to bring in regulation to
help resolve the problem. There is too much catching capacity in
relation to the supply of what we are trying to catch, yet we all want to
continue the same type of living. I just wonder if that is what we
should be wrestling with. Perhaps we are trying to use limited entry to
resolve a situation that the natural effects of supply and demand will
take care of. It is a painful process. I don't know what the answer is.

I.imited entry would affect my business considerably. The
inability of a boat to move throughout the industry would have a drastic
affect on our inventories. I heard the 20-80 ratio tossed around here
today. Twenty percent of the fishermen catch 80 percent of the fish.
Well, the other 80 percent that aren't catching as much fish are a very
important part of this industry. There is no way the support industries
can operate on the 20 percent who do well. It is impossible.

Limited entry has a tendency to squeeze out the small guy.
don't believe in that. If he can economically operate, he has a right to
operate. If he is not hurting the biological part of the industry, leave
him alone. He is buying things and making it cheaper for that top 20
percent. Take wire rope or trolling gear, for instance. It's the little
guy, the guy who doesn't compete on the full level, who allows people
like me to buy in the right quantities and to keep the prices in
balance. They are an absolute part of this industry.

If we are going to use limited entry to eliminate these people, I
think you are looking at a strong effect on your suppliers and the rest
of the support industry.
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One good point has come out at this meeting. We seem to agree
that we have quotas and regulations and that our stocks are somewhat in
check and balance. That was nice to hear. So what we are talking about
is ourselves. Naybe we better look at ourselves and realize that some of
us are going to be forced to get out. That is sad, but at some point
supply and demand cannot be put in an artificial situation, and I believe
that limited entry would do that.

R.abert Jacobson, moderator

The last speaker on this part of the program is Paul Smith. Paul
owos and operates Yaquina Boat Works in Toledo. He has been io. the
industry for 35 years. His first 25 years were as a fisherman fishing
far salmon, albacore, and shrimp. Paul was the first shrimp fisherman to
actually fish a double rigger here in Oregon.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Support Business Operators, Part 4
Paul Smith, owner, Yaquina Boat Works
Toledo, Oregon

Limited entry is a denial of the forces of our free enterprise
system to operate. It would affect boat building and repair, equipment
suppliers, and all the other support businesses. We would become a
no-growth industry and, in one word, stagnate.

Joint ventures were mentioned this morning and I would like to say
a few words about them. They have been a blessing for the boat building
business. A good deal of my work now is from the joint venture boats and
they are the best kind of customers to have because they pay their bills.

When the joint ventures started, we were involved with a number of
vesse1s that were in that business. I don't remember seeing any
guarantees that they were going to succeed. These fellows had their
necks stuck out a mile. It was during a time when the io.terest rates
were above 20 percent. I really see no advantage in trying to eliminate
the joint ventures. The only problem I see with joint ventures is that
it is a quasi-limited entry fishery. In other words there is only room
for so many boats. If there was roam for more boats I am sure that most
of the fleet would be in that business.

Let's get down to some pretty basic things in life that I am sure
most of us have forgotten. If we are to live together in a free,
rational, civilized society, we must recognize the principle of the
individual. The purpose of law and our government is the protection af



these rights. Protection is for the individual. Jefferson and many of
his contemporaries considered a strong central goverameat to be the
greatest threat to our society. It has been provea during the short
history of our country that the only system that guarantees and protects
our freedoms is the capitalistic system. Our constitution is a
limitation on government, not on the individual.

We do aot want a society held together by institutionalized gang
rulc' We do not need a bureaucratic nanny to look after our every need.
Nowhere in the world is the gap greater between rich and poor than in a
society that does aot allow the operation of a free market system. A.
free market releases energies of people to pursue their objectives. It
also prevents anyone from having too much power. Government is aot a
benefactor. It is a threat to our freedom and will continue to be as
long as we consider that the government can do it better.

There is no guarantee that the judgments, knowledge, or integrity
of the regulatory bureaucrats is superior. You should consider who you
think you could trust to say who gets a permit and who doesn' t, and who
sits in judgment in the dispute. In a permit system, perhaps women
should be first in line, then minorities, the disadvantaged, or possibly
veteraas. How many licenses should be i.ssued? Should the most
productive fisherman be given a license? Maybe we should do away with
that 20 percent that produces 80 percent. That way the other 80 percent
will share in 80 percent of the product. I think that is the way they do
it in Russia.

Limited entry schemes employ the forces of envy, greed, political
blindness, and ideological arrogance. Their object is to protect their
members from competition in the name of more healthy fisheries.

Our fisheries already have many limited entries which everybody is
aware of: quotas, seasons, boat sizes, areas, liceases. Those should be
eaough to manage the resource, so apparently what we are talking about
today is managing people. And it is not a function of government to
manage people in a free society. It is in stroag centralized
governments, such as in China, India, and Russia, that they manage people.

We don't need anyone to tell us about limited entry in Oregon. We
have it in our salmon, shrimp, aad sca11op industries, and who among you
caa say it has done any good. for the resource or the fisherman? Only the
bureaucrats. Don Barth meationed deregulation. What ia the world is
going oa ia this couatry? In the midst of deregulation, we are talking
about regulatioa. The airline, trucking, and railroad industries are
being deregulated because they are not for the good of our country. You
can buy a roundtrip airplane ticket to New York City for 5250. If they
still had their limited entry, it would probably cost you somewhere
between 5700 and 5800.
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Our free enterprise system does not guarantee success. What it
guarantees is opportunity. That is, the opportunity to move from fishery
to fishery, or state to state, whatever is needed for the survival of
those who are left. I say the need today is not for a limited entry
system, but for an elimination of the limited entry systems that we have
and a return to the free market system.

Let's just look at the advantages of the free market system. It
is in place. We don't have to have a study to see what everybody wants.
It treats everybody the same. Everybody is treated. fairly. Maybe this
is the biggest problem it has, it's self regulating. It works, it
excludes no one. It has 200 years of history to prove it. I hear about
maximizing the profits of the fisherman. When did that become a
function of government? As for overcapitalization, I am afraid we are
going to have to look in a mirror and point the finger at who was
responsib1e for overcapitalization. I don't think anybody held. a gun to
fishermen's heads when they went to purchase more equipment or buy a new
boat, When did that get to be a function of government?

The free market is a system that is low cost to operate and it
does guarantee opportunity. I am not sure your limited entry guarantees
you opportunity.

One of man's better instincts is to better his condition.. If law
interferes with the pursuit of this, he will first lose respect for the
law, then he will evade the law or break the law. Apparently they have a
few people like that on the East Coast based on what Alan Guimond said
about 5750,000 worth of fines being imposed. And the gentleman from
Canada was talking about jail terms. This is what happens when you vary
from your free market system.

When someone starts to tell you the advantages of the limited
entry system as they see it, don't be timid. Have the courage to stand
up and tell them you have not given up yet on the free enterprise
system. Maybe all we need is a dose of patriotism and a good kick in the
butt and to get back to work.
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QUESTIONS POR SUPPORT BUSINESS OPERATOR SPEAKERS

John Williams, fisher consultant, Juneau: I' ve got a story I would like
to tell about free enterprise. When the settlers came to the Hast Coast,
they settled in places like Boston. In Boston they set aside a commons
in the middle of town where everybody could put a milk cow. It was
within a few blocks of their homes so they could easily milk their cow
and have their galloa of milk for the family. At some point, enough
people moved to Boston that the productivity of that commons was
impractical. The carrying capacity of that land was exceeded by the
number of people who wanted to put their milk cows there. The solution
in Boston was to put the milk cows oa private property, put milk
production in the hands of private ownership, and produce milk for
profit. They turned the commons into a place for people to play catch,
play on the grass, chase frisbees, and have fun. If you want to treat
your oceans that way, turn them over to the sports fishermen and you can
have Weyerhaueser raise the salmon.

customers because they paid their bil ls. I thought I might explore that
a little. It seems the joint venture fishery is the most profitable
fishery on the coast. One might also assume that a profitable
fishery � one that is in a healthy conditi.on � is earning people money and
they can also pay their bills. I would like to point out some salient
features about the joint venture fishery as opposed to the browa rock
fishery that developed with many of the same boats. The brown rock
fishery had willing buyers and the price for brown rock went from 20
cents to 6 cents. Very few people made money on it aad plants went belly
up. The joint venture fishery is a limited entry fishery. Not everybody
will buy that products You know how many midwater boats went belly up on
this coast. They had the capability of going joint venture and wanted to
go joint venture, but couldn't because there weren't any market spots
open. If you had that situation in the drag fishery, whether it was
processor-introduced or legislature-introduced, you would have a limited
entry fishery. That is the oaly reason the joint venture fishery is
profitable. Otherwise they would be out there fishing for 3 cents a
pound until nobody could make a penny. That's when you would find out
who was willing to fish for 510,000 gross income a year on a million
dollar vessel. Your joint venture fishery is a limited entry fishery and
that's the reason they are making money and that's why they are good
customers and that's why you like them in your place of business.

Paul Smith: Okay, I made a mistake. I should have said they pay their
bills, too, just like the rest of our good customers, such as yourself.
Did you want me to address the limited entry thingP
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limited entry fishery. Is that why it's so profitable and hasn' t
deteriorated like the brown rock fishery or the halibut fishery.

Paul Smith: Harold Lokken said last night that it was a quasi-limited
entry fishery in that there is room for only so many boats. That is the
limited entry effect on the present joint ventures, true.
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FISHING INDUSTRY PERSPECITVES

AGENCY PERSPECTVE

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Now we want to hear from some speakers who can give us an idea of
what the regulatory people in the National Marine Fisheries Service, the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Pacific Fishery
Management Council might be thinking along the lines of limited entry.
The first speaker is Joe Greenley, the executive director of the Pacific
Fishery Management Council since 1982. Joe spent a number of years with
the Nevada Department of Fish and Game and was director of that
department in 1980-1982. He spent some time in Alaska as the director of
the Game Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. He was also
director of the Idaho Departmeat of Fish and Game for eight years in the
1970s.

Agency Perspectives on Limited. Entry: Part 1
Joseph Greenley, Executive Director, Pacific Fisheries Management Council
Portland, Oregon

I'm supposed to tell you the Council's position on limited entry.
Fortunately, four Council members and oae alternate have attended this
meeting. I frankly don't know their individual views on limited entry.
There isa't any official true position of the Pacific Fishery Management
Council so I want to discuss the actions of the Council in addressing
limited entry over the last eight years. I think that will tell you what
the position of the Pacific Fishery Management Council is on limited
entry.

In reviewiag PFMC's position on limited entry, let's first look at
the Nagnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act which dictates the
options the PFMC has. Let me quote, "It is further declared to be the
policy of Congress in this Act to assure that the National Fishery
Conservation aad Managemeat program...involves, and is responsive to the
needs of interested and affected States and citizens; promotes
efficieacy;...and is workable and effective."

Let's go a little further. Under deflnitionsp the term "optimum"
with respect to the yield from a fishery, meaas the amount of fish which
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is prescribed as such on the basis of the maximum sustainable yield from
such fishery as modified by any relevant economic, social, or ecological
factor."

Let's move into Section 303 which deals with the contents of
fishery management plans. Under that you have required provisions and
you have discretionary provisions. Under discretionary provisions: "Any
fishery management plan which is prepared by [the speaker skips over same
sentences here]...to achieve optimum yield, if, in developing such
system, the Council and the secretary take into account: A! present
participation in the fishery, B! historical fishing practices in, and
dependence on, the fishery, C! the economics of the fishery, 0! the
capability of fishing vessels used in the fishery to engage in other
fisheries, E! the cultural and social framework relevant to the fishery,
and  F! other relevant considerations."

This tells us that limited access is a tool available to the

councils for conservation, management, and/or attaining optimum yield.
It wasn't long after passage of the Act and the establishment of the
Council that the PFMC decl. ared. its intent to limit access in the
commercial troll and charter boat ocean salmon fisheries. This was in
1979 and I quate fram a couple of news releases and minutes:

"In December 1977, the Council declared its intent to limit access
ta the commercial troll and charter boat ocean salmon fisheries

commencing in 1979. That declaration is included. in Section 10.5,
Limited Access to the Commercial Fisheries to the Council's 1978
Ocean Salmon Plan...In January 1978, the Council established a
Task Force on Moratorium to develop the specifics of a salmon
moratorium program for inclusion in the 1979 Comprehensive Salmon
Management Plan."

Here's a news release from a couple of months later, March 1978:
"The Council heard recommendations from the Moratorium Task Farce that

the moratorium should be for a two-year period and should be implemented
by the states, etc."

We move a little further down the calendar into August 1978:
"Studies of limited access as a viable management tool for effort
limitations are necessary before such a system is adopted. Until a
decision is made regarding limited access' a license moratorium is the
only effective means of curtailing a speculative rush on licenses such as
occurred in other limited access programs."

The Council went on further to state that they had recognized the
coastal states have existing vessel license programs and can most
efficiently implement their own moratoria, which can be responsive to the
needs of the states. "In view of the above, the Pacific Fishery
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'management Council will defer consideration af a Federal moratorium as aa
amendment to the Salmon Fisheries Pisa in order to permit the coastal
states to institute license moratoria by state law with the goal that
such systems be in effect by the 1980 seasons."

And then the Council encouraged the states to move ahead and also
stated "that in the event the coastal states are not able to establish

these moratoria, the council will resume development of a
federally-implemented coastwide moratorium in 1980." Then there was a
quiet period. I was originally on the Council during those first three
years and thea I left. Ia 198G-82, it got awfully quiet oa limited
access.

The next thing I found in the minutes of Narch 1981 mentioned
"Dr. Crutchfield, chairman of the ad hoc committee appointed to develop a
format for a workshop on methods of controlling fisheries efforts,
suggested the following...." So in 1981 we sponsored a workshop. In Nay
1981, "the Council discussed state versus federal implemeatatioa of a
limited entry program oa shrimp." Some mare discussiaa. Ia September
1982, in a report oa a limited entry workshop: "Dr. Hubbard. stated. that
Phil Neyer, the contractor who prepared the draft limited entry report
which summarized comments by limited entry workshop participants held on
September 27 and 28." Another workshop.

In November 1982: "Washington troll limited entry program was
suggested and a questionnaire seat out." In this case, the industry
requested that a questionnaire be sent out and the Council helped get the
questionnaires out. That was followed. by an Oregon limited entry survey
questionnaire to the Netro Trailers. The Council worked. with them to
gather that information and thea the results were reported.

Tn January, a presentation of a petition to the Council for a
moratorium on entry into the grouadfish fishery said: "Nr. Davis
addressed the Council on the merits of a moratorium. The Council

discussed it and felt the most appropriate approach was oa a state level
rather than through the Council."

The most recent mention of limited entry was in November 1984 when
"Pete Leipzig, general manager of the Fisheries Marketing Association,
presented to the Council a plan for implementing a limited entry program
for the groundfish trawl industry on the West Coast." The Council helped
him in setting up a study group. However, the Council did not
necessarily endorse it, but simply helped with some more discussions on
limited entry.

So after declariag its intent ia 1979 to get involved in limited
entry, the Council for some reasaa backed off. In all probability, the
support was lacking and since that time the Council has done no more than
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sponsor or work with industry groups in talking about and setting up
workshops on limited entry. It is entirely possible that in 1979 and
1980 the support from Industry and the states was not there and. that is
the reason the Council had deferred its limited entry actIvities.

The Council provided a forum for discussion of limited. entry, but
has not attempted to initiate any system. I think I can say with a high
degree of assurance that the Council does not intend at any time to shove
any system down anyone's throat. It must be a partnership approach.
There is no ind.ication that an acceptable system has been presented as
yet. And from what we have heard here, there may not yet be one.

Frankly, I think the Council would prefer to see the states handle
it. The Council Is concerned about the regulations they have to
Implement at this time, or at least recommend for implementation, which
are merely regulations reducing the efficiency of the fleets. But so far
better alternatIves have not come forth. The concern and interest over
what industry wants are the reasons representation was here from the
Council.

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Our next speaker, sitting in for Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife Director, Jack Donaldson, is Jim Martin. Jim has been an ODFW
employee since 1969 and is currently Harvest Manager for the Department
working out of the Portland headquarters.

Agency Perspectives on Limited Entry, Part 2
Jim Martin, Harvest Manager, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Portland, Oregon

I can't remember when I have learned more in a short period of
time and relearned things I knew but had forgotten. It may seem that
discussion and understanding of limited entry will immediately bring us
to a consensus. That is obviously wrong. I often run into folks in our
profession and in the industry who feel that if we only knew what was
going on, it would be intuitively obvious to even the casual observer
which way to go. I think the discussion in the last two days has
c1arified that perhaps our strength--the diversity of our fish resources
and our people resources--can also be our weakness in terms of arriving
at a consensus and moving forward with any kind of coordinated program.

I don't know any bureaucrats in Oregon, including me, who are
Interested in shoving limited entry or other management programs down
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anyone's throat. Colin Grant's discussion of a team approach and a
cooperative approach toward management was very appropriate. I can't say
that we have always done the best job of doing that. I can say that is
our desire.

It appears to me that' the decision on limited entry involves
trading one set of objectives for another set and trying to optimize the
mix. You caa have a lot of security and not much flexibility, or you can
have a lot of flexibility but not much security. It appears there are
some age breakdowns in what we are looking for. Young guys want a lot of
flexibility and are aot too worried about security. Guys who have been
in the industry for quite awhile and have been through the pinches want
some security because they' ve hung in there. And the guys who are ready
to get out of the fishery and. want to pass their boat and permit to their
sons or daughters or for their retirement, they want some flexibility
again. Big boats want more flexibility than small boats in some
situations.

The last few days have been tremeadously educational for me and
now I have to explain where we stand on limited entry as an agency.

Basically the Oregoa Department of Fish and Wildlife would support
a limited entry proposal if three things occurred:

1! The proposal must be coaceptually sound, must make sense, and
must solve more problems than it creates.

2! It is aot just a quick fix, but in fact is going to lead us
toward a sound future as opposed to quick bail out subsidies,
excessive concentration of fishing power, monopolistic
approaches � in short, things which might get us off the hook
on some of the problems now, but aren't going to lead us to a
sound future.

3! There must be a consensus of support among the industry.

I think Harold. Lokken put it very well last night: politically,
it is unrealistic to think that anything is going to happen without a
consensus of support. Basically, I don't think unanimous support on
anything will ever happen in this industry or any other. I know of
aothing ia America that has uaaaimous support today. But we do have an
opportunity to form a consensus of support.

We are only goiag to form that coaseasus of support to the extent
that we can bring this diversity of points of view toward a clarification
of our objectives. And if we knew more clearly what our objectives are
and what success would look like, thea we could discuss methods to get
there.
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As long as we are talking about methods, we might begin the
discussion by asking who likes trip Limits7 WeIl, if we aze trout
fishing and we are talking about the daily angler trip Limit, maybe we
like trip limits. If we are fishing brownies, maybe «e don.'t like trip
limits. The point is it's only relevant to what we are trying to
accomplish and to the alternatives. It is pretty clear there is no gain.
without some pain and we have to learn. how to deal with it. And it is
pretty clear the whole discussion of what is fair is crucial, central,
and perhaps the most elusive of the difficult concepts.

I have heard a lot of discussion in. my career about paralysis by
analysis. Bureaucrats and research biologists are commonly accused of
that. Well, there is another concept that needs to be brought out here,
too, and that. is paralysis by argument � by presentation over and over of
diverse arguments. And yet there is no process to work through those
arguments and come to some consensus about ouz objectives and initiate
some kind of practical approach.

I don't know of a limited entry program or any other program that
is perfect and I think it is unrealistic to think that we are going to
have one. However, I certainly don't think the present management is
perfect ei,ther. The question is how can we work together to improve
things7

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

The third speaker in this portion of the program, Rolland
Schmitten, served in. the Washington State Legislature from November 1976
through January 1981. In the 1979-SO session, he served as executive
chairman of the Natural Resources "ommittee. He was the director of the

Washington Department of Fisheries for two years from 1981 to 1983. For
the next two years, he was chief of policy for all natural resources for
the governor of the State of Washingto~. He i.s currently Northwest
Regional director of the National iifarine Fisheries Service and has been.
since the first of this year.

Agency Perspectives on Limited Entry, Part 3
Rolland Schmitten, Oizector, Northwest Region, National htarine Fisheries

Service

Seattle, Washington

Not long ago it would have been very difficult, or almost
impossible, for various sectors of the fishing industry to sit down and
zationally discuss limited entry. I have been impressed that no one has
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approached this conference with a pre-conceived notion of where it is
going and with the honest, open dialogue we have had for the last two
days. You have asked me to provide a federal perspective, or at least a
'National Mari.ne Fisheries Service view on limited entry, and I am
prepared to do that. I have set aside my prepared remarks because I
think we have amply defined the parameters of limited entry. Instead
would like to briefly give you my personal views on limited entry as well
as my involvement and then tie that to my position in a federal role.

As a past Washington State legislator and later chairman of the
House Natural Resources Committee and eventually the director of the
Department of Fisheries for the State of Washington, a good share of all
Washington's Limited entry programs came before me for comment or
action. We actually called them License moratoriums. I think the phrase
seemed to be a little more palatable and not quite as permanent to the
industry and the legislatur . And the emphasis was on license
Limitations as a method of limited entry. For this reason. almost all of
our early efforts were sunsetted or to be reviewed at a certain time.

Limited entry really isn't new in the State of Washington. In
fact, the first attempt goes back to 1934 when it was passed by
initiative from the people, only to be found unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court in 1935. The early plan did not provide for
transferability of licenses and that was the primary reason the court
struck it down.

If you should choose a course of limited entry, it is very
important for you to remember that you must meet the constitutional
question of an "equal protected class." In the State of Washington, the
Supreme Court applied two tests. One, persons in the same class must be
treated alike; those of you who have a license must have equal
opportunity. Secondly, reasonable grounds must exist for making a
distinction between those within and those outside of a class. And that
means those who now have a license and those who would not.

They drew their conclusion from the Fourteenth Amendment, which
says No state shall make or enforce any law which shall deny any person
within its Jurisdiction the equal protection of the law." The issues
were easy back in 1934. The arguments in favor of limited entry were
that there was too much gear competition for a limited resource  they
were add.ressing salmon!. The arguments against it said that since the
fishing industry was subsidized by taxpayers through hatcheries, entry
should not be limited.

second--successful � attempt at some sort of limited entry in
Washington passed in 1974. It was primarily driven by the advent of the
Boldt decision and also a Congressional promise of money for displaced
fishermen. Thank you, Warren ". Magnuson. His promise was termed the
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buyback program. The first license moratoriums were for salmon only,
including gillnetters and purse seiners inside Puget Sound. That was
followed in 1975 by one for Grays Harbor trollers and Columbia River
gillnetters.

The public feeling at the time--and this was about the ti,me that I
got in the business--was to prevent a bad situation from getting worse.
In 1976, the Legislature, led by then Representative John Martinez, whom
I think many of you know, placed a limited entry program on the herring
fishery- John was nicknamed the bear for very obvious reasons. As a
freshman legislato~, I remember to this day what he said when the
Washington Department of Fisheries wanted to study the impacts of a
limited entry system and wait a year. He said, "We don't need any more
God damn studies. We want some action and we are going to put a Lid on
it." And that he did. I relate this story only because it often takes
that kind of support to get a limited entry program eventuaLly passed.

In 1977, I sponsored the charter vessel License moratorium which
limited the number of licenses. Ia. 1978, I amended that and sponsored
the passenger vessel license limitation, which basically did the same
thing but took a different direction. In fact, I think it did something
that had never been doae: it limited the number of persons per boat
based on the size. And it actually put a cap on the growth of that
industry.

That same year we also passed the Inner Sound crab license
moratorium, on which we heard from Ron Westley this morning. But it
should be apparent, at least in Washington, that just about everything
but groundfish has some form of limited entry placed upon it. In
general, all the Washington limited entry programs preclude new entry and
allo~ for conditional transfer of licenses. They license vessels, not
owners or individuals; they require time qualifications during the
eligibility period; and most require an annual minimum Landing. There
also was an appeals board set up to review any sort of extenuating
circumstances in license denials. The appeals board was made up of the
fishermen fxom that gear type.

It is important to remember during those eaxly days that a key
driver was the buyback program which required the establishment of a
limited entry program before qualifying for federal funds. Through
buyback, Washington has reduced its licenses in all gears approximately
20-25 percent.

Legally, the state has withstood the test. The herring moratorium
was challenged in court and after very lengthy heax'ings, the court ruled
in favor of the state. In every instaace, the segment of the industry
that we were concerned with supported limited entry, not passively but
vigorously. And this is important: not just a portion, but a vast
majority wanted action.
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The question of limited entry normally occurs when the biological
potential of the resource is reached Further iacreases in the number of
vessels entering the fishery will diminish the catch aad may eventually
destroy the commercial viability of the resource. Hence the need for
regulatioas and, you know, we have heard them 10 times already, time,
area, gear, quotas, but regulations that conserve the fishery aad
possibly the resource. Or as you are looking at now, the second option,
the need to reduce the numbers of fishermen and vessels permitted to fish
on a given resource.

Generally I see the cycle as working like this: start off with a
healthy resource, a lot of entry, overcapitalization resulting in
over-harvest, resulting in over-regulatioa, equals a spiraling cycle of
deteriorating conditions. Now it reminds me of a story that many of you
have probably heard, but I think it is fitting. Three people win the
Washington lottery and receive 51 million each. k teacher, a doctor, and
a fisherman. And obviously the press asked each one, tell us what you
are going to do with your million dollars. The teacher is concerned
about security and wants to buy IRA's to prepare herself for later life.
Now the doctor is pretty well fixed aad he wants to travel alot. So they
turn to the fisherman and they say what are you going to do with your 51
mi.llionP He thought for a minute and finally said, "I think I' ll just
keep fishing until it's all gone." It is sad, but possibly very true ia
some of our fisheries.

Well, as a new federal representative my views today have aot
changed. I am not a promoter of limited entry, nor should the federal
governmeat be a promoter of limited entry. Limited entry is aot a
panacea. It is a management technique or tool and it takes a special set
of circumstances to work. But limited entry can work and has worked-

Let me repeat, government should aot take the lead or impose its
judgment on those of you involved in the system. ks a past businessman,
I'd have the same feelings about government leadiag or promoting limited
entry without industry support as I would have for the saying that goes,
"Hi, I'm from the government and I'm here to help you." Government can
contribute importantly by assisting those involved ia the fisheries to
formulate sound objectives to be met, guidelines to follow, and pitfalls
to avoid. Further, government can help by reviewing proposals and
government can offer alternatives for consideration by the participants.
But the final selection must be self imposed.

I truly admire what you are doing, I applaud your attitude, and I
stand convinced that there are better ways for conducting or managing our
f isheries.
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QUESTIONS FOR AGENCY PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS

Fred Yeck: You indicated that the final alternative politicians would
support would be one that industry promotes and supports. The problem is
what is the industry? Does that mean if all the fishermen currently
fishing halibut want limited entry, then you will support it even though
everybody who is excluded, obviously will oppose it? Does that mean if
trawlezmen support limited entry for trawlermen, but everybody else
opposes it because they will be excluded, that you would support it?

Rolland Schmitten: If the segment of the industry I am dealing with � for
instance, if it was trollers � that is the one I would listen to. And,
yes, if they want to impose it upon themselves, at that point I would
want to be involved and could support them.

Fred Yeck: The point is that whoever will be excluded will oppose it.
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OPEN FORUM

term we really have to watch. I don't want to see that term equated with
big. I like Joe's definition: if you are making money, you are
efficient.

Jim Branson, North Pacific Fisher Mana emeat Council: This is an
appropriate time to talk about management and what I have been doing in
it for the last 35 years. And efficiency, too. Managers and fish
councils and the whole complex of bureauracy for managing these fisheries
really have two goals in the fish business. One, they try to control the
number of fish you are going to catch. That is the biological end, the
conservation end, of it. Second, they try to make sure that everybody
gets a fair shake in the business. That's the fair starts, the hold
inspections, the bait up period.s, the uniform end of the season, the gear
restrictions. Those are, by and large, regulatioas that the industry
itself has asked for, and they take up an inordinate amount of time for
boards aad commissions trying to decide how they are going to be set, and
for the enforcement officer when he figures out how it is going to be
enforced. The other end of it, trying to control the number of fish that
you catch, is usually done by trying to stretch the length of time you
fish because it is a lot easier to control the catch the longer you
fish. This is where limited. entry in some of its forms could be of real
beaefit because it is going to extend the length of time it takes to
harvest that given amount of fish. And that is all we are ever working
with, a given amount of fish. That is a tool; it could be a usefuL oae
in some fisheries. Frankly, I would like to see it used in quite a few
of them because it has some real potential. Without limited entry, and I
have never worked in a situation where we did have limited entry, you
have got to use the tools that are available. And this is where we get
to efficiency because our chief purpose � and by "our" I mean managers--in
developing these regulatioas is to make you just as inefficient as we
possibly can. That is why you have 32-foot boats in Bristol Bay and.
58-foot limited seiners in Southeastern Alaska. That is why you can only
fish with two tons of gear in some of the gillnet fisheries. And when we
were foresighted enough to see something really efficient coming along we
would kill it before it ever got there. For iastaace, the drum seine.
The minute that showed up in Alaska, the managers realized it was going
to get away from them so it was outlawed. Unfortunately we didn't catch
the power block ia time. So when you are talking about exteading the
season, remember all you are doing is adding another tool to this whole
bag of tricks that has to be used to manage the publicly-owned resource.
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change the other regulatory system very substantially right away. Whea
you start reducing the number of participants in a given fishery, then an
awful lot of those regulations are going to come off. Depending on the
type of limited entry, a lot of those are going to be relaxed and you are
not going to have to put up with four lines ia the troll fishery, X
number of hooks, all sorts of crazy things, gust to make you as
inefficient as possible.

Joe Easle , Ore oa Trawl Commission: I Just want people to realize that
limited eatry is ao panacea, at least aot the kinds of limited entries
that are legal. You aren't going to remove people from the fishery to
start with and you are probably looking at 10 to 20 years down. the road
before you see any of those other regulations starting to be relaxed.
You are going to have all the things that you' ve got right now as well as
limited entry. And you have another set of bureaucracies to fool with.
If you think the long term objective is worth it, take a look at it. It
is not, however, an iastant cure.

other day. I said that the first year I was out here a fisherman asked
me to get him a better net. I got the better net, put it on the boat,
and we made it work. The immediate cry was to outlaw the net because it
was too efficient. I would like, through this kind of meeting, for
fishermen to understand full well that occasionally someone is going to
come aloag who is an innovator. As you talk about limited entry,
regulations, or seasons, or anything else, the one thing that we can all
consciously agree oa, that most of us unconsciously disagree oa, is the
role of that guy who comes along aad says I have a better idea. Jim
Sransoa is quite right when he says you make regulations to maintain
inefficiency. But when one man like Mario Puretic can make the
difference that he made with that crazy idea of a power block, you have
to think about what innovation means. I am one of those guys who hauled
seines before the power block � 20 men oa a seine boat off the Fast Coast
hauling 220 fathom long seines, 30 fathom deep, by hand. I started on
the deck of a schooner aad a dory; the vessel was propelled by sail. I
am 56 and in my lifetime we have come to my buying computers to put on my
boats. Last year my Excaliber II with four mea caught 10 times the
volume of fish that the highline dory longliner caught in Boston ia the
year we established records for the dory loagline. That vessel had 37
men. We caught 10 times the fish with four mea. We obviously aced a
strong examination of the effects of onrushing technology. The oae thing
I would beg most of you, because most of us hate change, is that we
absolutely cannot and shall not shut off innovatioa. If aad when we kill
the spirit of innovation in the fishery, we surely will have killed the
last of the hunters. You don't kill innovation and you don't kill
ideas. Almost 2,000 years ago we strung a man up who was 33 years old
because he was different. I would submit that if that man came back
today it wouldn't take us 33 years ta catch up to him. Don't kill the
innovators.
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Al Cuimond, New En land Fisher Mana ement Council: I want to remind
everyone that Congress is looking at the Magnusou Act for
reauthorization. They are looking at all segments of it, but
specifically in the area of limited entry. Whatever your viewpoint is,
remember that something is going to be done about this on a national
level in the next couple of months and whatever your views are you should
express them to your congressional representatives.
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Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Bob Schoniag played a big role ia this meeting. Bob is past
director of the Oregon Fish Commission, past director of the National
Marine Fisheries Service, and is now a senior policy advisor with NMFS
based in Corvallis.

Robert W. Schoaing, Senior Policy Advisor, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries
Ceater, National Marine Fisheries Service

Corvallis, Oregon

The theme was fishing for answers. We had many questions and lots
of aaswers. There was much pertiaent information. People who have been
in the trenches shared their views. There was an excellent
cross-sectional representation of experience sad knowledge. The program
committee deserves a commendation for the outstanding selection of
speakers. The speakers earaed our thanks for commeatiag in such a
candid, forthright, understandable, interestiag, and informative manner.

We learned about limited entry from as far away as Australia, as
close as Washington and California, with Alaska, Canada, and the East
Coast of the United States thrown ia for good measure. We covered
finfish, shellfish, crustacea, lines, pots, and nets, and heard from
fishermea, processors, managers, support industry operators and fishery
agency leaders. There are successes and failures, winners and losers,
supporters and opponents.

I will cover some highlights as I noted them; inadvertently, some
will be missed. We heard why limited entry is worthy of discussioa aad
evaluation at this time. There are some serious problems in several
fisheries relating to resource abundance, overcapitalization of the
fleet, or ecoaomics. Fishermen, processors, suppliers, managers, and
coastal businessmen are having difficulties. Various approaches to
limited eatry have been tried elsewhere. There is increasing interest in
knowing more about it at the fishermen's level.

We were told what limited entry is aad ways it can be and should
aot be used. There were several points oa which there seemed to me to be
general agreement. I will summarize them.
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Nothing is perfect and limited entry is no exception. lt does not
in itself preclude or elimiaate overcapitalizatioa. It is not a panacea,
but a tool that can be used in some circumstaaces with other tools. It

can vary greatly in its use and value. It is not really to protect
stocks in most cases, as that is usually done in other ways. Fishermea's
needs, more than resource needs, are addressed by it. In most cases,
limited entry is designed primarily to make the fishery more profitable
aad orderly for those ia it and. to provide for optimum economic benefit
from the resource.

There is not total satisfaction with any limited entry program
anywhere. It is not simple aad no oae with experience says it is. There
is far too much catching capacity in many existiag fisheries. Various
ways to improve the situations should be examined in the interests of the
resource, the fisherman, the processor, the consumer, and the manager.

Limited entry has been proposed or tried uader many circumstances
for a variety of reasons. Some of the obgectives were:

To limit or prohibit new vessels from entering a specific fishery.

To reduce the number of vessels already involved.

To improve the quality and marketability of the product.

To reduce administration by government.

To improve net profit to fishermen.

To simplify regulations and permit a more orderly fishery.

To permit some fishiag which might otherwise not occur.

To optimize ecoaomic beaefit to the state.

Some results ia oae or more fisheries were:

Upgraded the catching capacity of vessels, individuals, or the

fleet.

Increased the numbers of vessels in specific fisheries; restricted

entrance or participation in others.

Increased administration for fishermen and government.

Nade regulatioas more complicated; simplified them in others.
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Caused fishing under more difficult, trying, or hazardous

conditions.

Reduced profits; also, increased profits.

Complicated enforcement.

Reduced wastage.

Permitted some fishing where it might not otherwise have occurred.

for non-biological reasons.

Created significant value for some fishing permits.

Stabilized effort in specific selected fisheries.

Provided for more orderly aad resource-efficient harvest aad

utilization.

Maximized economic profit to the state.

Benefited fishermen with permits.

It has been said, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Assess the
advantages and disadvaatages of the present management regime for any
specific fishery and determine how long you can be content with the
status quo until trying to change it in a rational way. If you are
content, leave it. If not, evaluate limited entry and other approaches
for potentiaL improvement. Don't change unless you have something that
really looks to be better aad there is a good chance it will work. Don' t
initiate limited entry just for limited entry's sake.

Let me review some things that have happened. Examples of
fisheries were given in which entire seasons were 10 minutes, a few
hours, one day, 10 days, or in which two boats are capable of catching
the entire annual quota, but 176 are now liceased. In still another,
only very few of the permittees fished in an extremely brief season in a
restricted area to minimize chaos. Costs and profits were shared by all
permittees. Permittees in some fisheries stayed ashore and leased their
permits to others for specific seasons. These situations are far more
complicated than merely unrealistically short fishing periods during
which surprisingly large catches are made by unnecessarily excessive
effort.
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benefits probably will take many years, indeed, if they ever accrue.
Some approaches to limited entry were tried and later prohibited by the
courts. They should be remembered ia future efforts. Have tight
qualifications aad requirements initially and loosen them as appropriate
as the program develops rather than starting with few limitatioas and
having to become more restrictive to correct for problems that develop.
Carefully evaluate the merits of vessel or fishermea permits, the pros
aad cons of permit transferability, aad associated specifics. Provide
for self-supporting buyback programs for possible use and consider
funding them through the potential benefactors, the fishermen.

A moratorium is a reasonable start toward limited entry. If
lirrrited entry is tried, it must have industry support, aad preferably it
should originate with industry. Essentially all programs that have had
some success originated with industry, aad industry has maintained a
significant role in the administration and policy decisions. The
National Marine Fisheries Service, the Pacific Fishery Management
Council, and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife expressed a
desire to work with industry, whichever way it wishes to move with
limited entry, but the impetus and direction must come from the industry.

In planning the conference, we did not try to get a consensus for
or against any aspect of limited entry at this meeting and we did aot get
one. I don't know how many, if any, had their positions oa limited entry
changed. as a result of this program. Some probably will never change
from being for or against it, but maybe that is aot. as important as being
well-informed about the sub!ect and having a sounder basis for your
beliefs, whatever they are.

I am impressed that duriag the past two days we discussed an
extremely sensitive issue in a rational, controlled maaner and became
better informed in the process. I compliment all of you for your efforts
and Bob Jacobsoa for his leadership in bringing this about.

understand there were 1S4 registrants. Speaker selection and
presentation, attendaace, audience iaterest and participation, and
program organization, coordinatioa, and monitoring are factors in a
successful conference. I think this has been a successful conference. I
am convinced all of us are better iaforrned that when we came here
yesterday morning.

Much food for thought was offered. Take it home and chew oa it.
We wanted to whet your appetite with factual information from experienced
practitioners. That has been done. Now tell us what you would like as a
next step, if any.
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